The undergraduate days of the Class of 1963 are coming to an end. They take with them many happy memories of four years of study and achievement. But Old Dominion goes on. The six thousand students who attend classes at the college are affected greatly by the responsibilities, friendships, and honors that go along with college attendance. The enthusiastic spirit of Old Dominion is a part of the mold of the individual careers of all its students.
SENIOR CLASS

The four years pass quickly for most. They strengthen the envisioned goals of some and reveal broader fields of potential for many others. It’s a period of growth and development for students, sometimes abrupt and harsh, usually measured and gentle.

But looking aside from the changes tangible and intangible wrought in all students, the campus, too, grows and matures. Slowly it encompasses the surrounding blocks, always retaining the basic features which make it Alma Mater and a familiar place to all homecomers.

1963 graduates have seen the coming of many buildings and changes in policies and procedures around Old Dominion. Four years ago our seniors entered Norfolk Division of William and Mary. They have since attended Norfolk College of William and Mary, Norfolk College, and now Old Dominion College. This is the last class to graduate that has attended the college under its four names. The class has witnessed the addition of three new buildings, the Hughes Library, the Fine Arts Building, and the Physics and Business Administration Building.

Senior Class Officers are (Seated, 1 to r) Nadine Isaacs, Secretary, and Sandra LoCascio, President. Standing are Camille Francis, Treasurer, and Linda Davis, Vice-President.

The four years have seen the usual campus shake-ups, flares of emotions, displays of unity and disunity typical of any college scene. The seniors of 1963 take these memories with them and go to a world waiting for fresh talent, leaving behind them the never-ending stream of next year’s seniors.

A big moment in the life of every senior is when he tries on his cap and gown for the first time.

The student editors worked toward fuller coverage of campus activities.
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Members of the Senior Class Council are (Front Row) Anna Hurt, Judy Newberg, Ann Mers, Carolyn Anderson. Second Row: Sharon Flavin, Sandra Cavanagh, Vicky Baity, and Gerry White.
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Janet Garringer spent most of her senior year in the Library working on term papers.
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Federal Career Day provided the Seniors with an opportunity to get first-hand information about careers with the government.
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Carol Thompson
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CLASS COUNCIL MEMBERS, left to right: Lloyd Vick, Anita Zinkl, Lynda Hall, Bonnie Bishop, Helen Hurt, Donna Sutton, Martha Dickerson, Patsy Smyle, Mary Ford, Arlene Palmer.

JUNIOR CLASS

OFFICERS
Standing: Bill Eisenbeiss—President.
Seated: Pris Harrison—Secretary, Arlene Palmer—Vice-President, Martha Dickerson—Treasurer.
They're off and running to Bud's for the between-class break.

Moore Elsworth
Linda Foster
Betsey Grant
Lynda Hall

Barbara Elsarelli
Eddie Fraim
Bill Gravely
Stuart Hallett

Charlie Falls
Kathleen Freeman
Robert Gutterman
Virginia Hardee

Charles Field
Elisabeth Galligan
Bill Gwilliam
Pete Harrell

Diana Finney
Richard Garris
Miles Gwyn
Edgar Hatton

Gilbert Firth
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Edwin Haden
Thomas Haywood
How about a light, Jupiter?
How to empty a checking account in one easy lesson. Buy books brand new.
Juniors spend more time playing Bridge than they do in class.
Class Officers are (seated, 1 to r) Ellen Dixon, President; Bonnie Bill, Vice President; (Standing, 1 to r) Jo Ann Lubin, Treasurer; Elaine Werber, Secretary.

SOPHOMORE CLASS

Class Council members are Lucille Portlock, Butch Clements, Togi Tunyogi, Joyce Kesser, Deane Scott, Hugh Staples and June Bell.
1965

Geraldine Jackson
Joe Krepp
Mary Llewellyn

Alan Jackson
Kay Land
Mary LoCascio

Jim Jordan
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JoAnn Lubin
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59
The Freshmen Class officers were congratulated by Jim Bryan (center) Vice President of the Student Government. The officers are (left to right) Amy Austin, Secretary; Don Ford, President; Jim Bryan; Bob Deaton, Vice President; Beth Black, Treasurer.

FRESHMEN — CLASS OF 1966

Class Council members are, (left to right) Linda Gosting, Gail Lynch, Judy Jones, Carol Casper, Cathy Newman, Georgia Peach, Nettie Saied, John Michael Weeks, and Rudy Reilly.
FRESHMEN
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Jannette Adams
Raymond Alexander
Ellen Altmann
Judith Ammons
Nancy Anderson

Marie Armistead
Ronald Anton
Amy Austin
Clifton Austin
Ted Bachas
Ann Baldwin

Peggy Barclay
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Roberta Barrows
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Mary Bell
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Gary Bobbitt

Rick Bolton
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Sandra Borgens
Marvin Brangan
Bruce Bright
Buddy Brinkley

Carl Brothers
Florence Brown
Paul Brown
Judy Brunner
Ann Bruno
George Bryan

Aw, they must be kidding!
The Used-Book Store offered Freshmen the opportunity of purchasing books at cost.
Mrs. Webb served as hostess at the Freshman Tea.
A favorite haunt for Freshmen was the nearly finished Business Administration Building.
Term papers greeted each Freshman much to their displeasure.
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Susan Miller
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Anable Moody
Margaret Moore
Mary Moore
Roslyn Morris
Margie Neff
Lorelee Noeldner

David L. Olan
Frazier O'Leary
Linda Oosting
David Parker
Larry Parker
Larry Parlette
Somebody help me! I'm stuck!
FRESHMEN

Just think! A Sibley original.

Tommie Tompkins
Spurgeon Tomney
Crisler Troy
Charles Turner
Stephen Vansey
Rose Vellines
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James Voglewede
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Robert Warren
Patricia Watts
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Joe Weintrob
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Wiley Williams
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